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A unique and colorful collection of photographs featuring the under-celebrated wayward shot, its
landing locale and the unexpected encounters with wildlife on and off the green.
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Charlie Lindsay is an irreverant guy with an unfailing eye. He sees what others don't and makes you
grin for the joy of discovery he has had with his camera out in nature searching for the bizarre and
wonderful on and around the golf course.Be it a golf ball tucked neatly under a "meadow muffin" or
a pair of golf shoes hanging from a tombstone, be prepared for a visual feast where golf and golf
courses are the metaphor.What a treat. What a great gift!! I've sent a dozen already and it's early in
the day.

Charles Lindsay has captured the true soul of golf with this photographic journey through some of
the most interesting places in the world. This book is perfect for the person who truely loves and
understands the game of golf. His combination of humor and photographic genius make this a
wonderfully entaining book for anyone who has ever played the game. I hope there is a sequel.

WONDERFUL book for golfers... or as a gift to golfers. Photos are crisp and lovely, lies are
unimaginable and even inconceivable! Makes those of us who do NOT play golf wonder why others
do, and should make golfers offer prayers of thanks that they have never, never had shots to play
like these...Wonderfully fast shipment of pristine condition books!

This book's photographs are absolutely brilliant! I first saw the book walking through a store and
picked it up only to open up to a page where a golf ball was stuck in a pile of poo. I was flipping
pages before you knew it and every shot had me smiling, laughing, reminiscing and just really
enjoying the photos. If you are a golfer or going to be buying this book for a golfer I am sure they will
get as much enjoyment out of it as I have. Everyone comes into our home and I catch them flipping
pages on the book and enjoying it. So don't pass this book up, buy it now!

I bought this book as a gift for a friend, but ended up sharing it with various family before wrapping it
up. It was also the hit of the party when it WAS opened. Very entertaining and a book easy to pick
up and look at more than once. A hit for golfers or those who enjoy a photo with a message.

I purchased this as a gift for my dad, an avid golfer. When I got it, I was a little disappointed at the
sparse text....but the photos are great. My dad LOVED the book....

I bought one for a friend and another for myself. If you playgolf, you think that maybe the results of
some of your owngolf shots may not be so bad. Even if you don't play golf,the pictures are funny
and interesting (as long as it is someoneelse's ball). Well worth the money.

I gave my husband Lost Balls for Father's Day and he absolutely loved it. My 16 year old son and I
both enjoyed it as well. This book has beautiful pictures - the photography is excellent - that capture
some incredible and impossible lies. The scenes are lovely and make one appreciate golf as a form
of relaxation. The many precarious positions that are captured make one appreciate golf as an
obsession. For those who love and hate this game, this book will be enjoyed.
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